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Regional Indicator Dashboard History
 Minneapolis Saint Paul Regional Economic Development Partnership (GREATER MSP) is a
501(c)3 nonprofit organization created in 2011 after a task force led by The Itasca Group
determined that there was a need for a regional approach to economic development.
 As part of the regional strategy that GREATER MSP would enact, one of the goals was to create
a shared regional dashboard with metrics agreed upon by regional stakeholders to address
shared priorities in order to have the greatest buy-in for the document to be used to guide
decision making to lead to collective action.

Overall Goals of the Dashboard
What: A set of shared, objective metrics to track the Greater MSP region’s overall
success on critical economic, environmental and social outcomes.
Why:
 Clearer view of our competitive position today & look ahead
 Shared definition of “competitiveness”
 Better coordination of existing work & more effective priority-setting
 Enhanced accountability for results
 Global best practice

Regional Indicator Dashboard Process
14 months
50+ Partner Organizations
30 Stakeholder
Input Sessions

25+ Dashboards

Reviewed (US & Global)
Minnesota State
Demographic Center

1,000+ Potential

Metrics Considered

Building
the
Dashboard
Regions: Criteria used to select peer regions. The peer region group should be:
GEOGRAPHIC
BALANCE, Not all in
one region.

SIMILAR VITAL
STATISTICS AND
COMPETITIVENESS,
key stats were within
range

POSITIVE
TRAJECTORY,
pop. growth and
job growth
CONSISTENT PEER
GROUP, if in doubt kept
same peer region

Peer Regions
Seattle
Portland
MSP
Boston
Chicago
San Francisco

Denver

Pittsburgh
Phoenix
Charlotte
Dallas
= Former Peer Region
= New Peer Region

Austin

Atlanta

Building
the
Dashboard
Metrics: Criteria used to select metrics to populate categories. Data should be:
OUTCOME
Not input

CURRENT &
ACCESSIBLE

METRO MEASURE
comparable to
peers

POTENTIAL
to Influence
through
action

UNDERSTANDABLE
Not technical
ACTUAL NUMBER,
Not relative
ranking

PREDICTIVE,
not backwardlooking

Dashboard Categories
 GDP Growth
 Wage Indicators
 Inclusive
Growth

 Broadband
Access
 Road Conditions
 Access to Jobs

 Venture Capital
 Patents
 Entrepreneurship

 Net Migration
 Working Age
Population
 Talent
Availability

 Test Scores
 Graduation Rates
 Talent Pipeline

 Environmental
Quality
 Park Access
 Energy
Competitiveness

 Health
 Public Safety
 Housing
Affordability






GDP
Population
Labor Statistics
Poverty Rates

What Makes the Dashboard Unique?
 Oversight of the Regional Dashboard is provided by the Regional Competitiveness Working Group (RCWG),
which is comprised of leaders of not-for-profit, public sector and private sector organizations in Greater MSP.
 The RCWG provides leadership and to provide ownership of the Dashboard, via building consensus in the
community on the Dashboard and providing legitimacy.
 The RCWG provides guidance to the Project Team on topics and themes that the Dashboard should focus
on ensuring that indicators selected are relevant to the community.
 The RCWG review and approve of changes to indicators and peer regions.
 The Project Team is comprised of the research staff of GREATER MSP and Wilder Foundation.

 The Project Team provides data and analysis of indicators to the RCWG.
 The Project Team also provides recommendations to the RCWG on indicators to adopt in the Dashboard.
 The Project Team, with assistance of GREATER MSP Marketing Staff, assembles the Dashboard for public
consumption.

What Makes the Dashboard Unique?
 The Dashboard does not stay still in time.
 The Dashboard recently had a full review to update indicators and peer regions.
 The Dashboard added indicators specifically focused on affordability, inclusive growth, and
entrepreneurship.
 Charlotte, NC was added as a peer region, replacing Phoenix, AZ.
 Indicators are reviewed yearly to incorporate new data sources into the Dashboard to ensure indicators are
relevant for the categories.
 Peer regions were reviewed to ensure that the peer regions we selected previously continue to be similar
in demographic and competitive makeup.

 Indicators were reviewed and updated to recognize new national and regional challenges that Greater MSP
and peer regions have.

The Technical Side
 GREATER MSP contracts with Wilder Research to assist creating the Dashboard providing assistance on several
indicators that requires more technical expertise in data analysis and manipulation.
 Data is collected from public sources that can be accessed by the general public and that is available yearly.
Sources include:

The Technical Side
 When determining year-over-year change and change in rank for indicators, the Project Team takes into
account margin of error to determine year-over-year change and rankings.
 The Project Team also delves into methodology of data sources to ensure data accuracy and whether the
indicator data is appropriate (i.e. Average Real Estate Sales Price U.S. Census vs. National Association of
Relators)
 The Project team notes data differentiation, state or metro level data. The Project Team also notes whether
data of a region is not available.
 There is a technical appendix that is released yearly with the Regional Dashboard, noting data sources and
website links to the data.
 The appendix goal is to display transparency and increase trust with the public and stakeholders.

National Recognition
 The Brookings Institute has recognized the Regional Dashboard stating that “Many cities struggle with
regional coordination. Leaders in greater Minneapolis-St. Paul made a different bet: Agree on the end
game, and regional alignment will follow.”
 The International Economic Development Council recognized the Dashboard noting that the
Dashboard “illustrates how incorporating equity indicators throughout the dashboard helps present a
comprehensive picture of the region’s economic competitiveness.”
 Neil Kleiman, Professor of Urban Planning and Public Service at New York University recognized the
Dashboard as “one of the best data efforts” in providing region-level data.

National Recognition
15 U.S. regions reach out to learn about the MSP Indicators Dashboard
Seattle
Portland

Fort
Collins
Riverside
Phoenix
San Diego

Chicago

Syracuse

Grand
Rapids

Philadelphia
Indianapolis
Louisville

Lexington

Memphis

Charlotte

Tallahassee

Local Impact of Dashboard
 Companies, nonprofits, foundations, chambers of commerce and other groups are putting the
Dashboard to work in their organization.
 The result is more alignment among these organizations and initiatives to achieve common goals for
the region.

BUSINESS AND PEOPLE PROSPER HERE

